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Abstract

.

The Neutral
Beam Engineering Test Facility
(NBETF) at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL) is
a National Test Facility used to develop long pulse
Neutra 1 Beam Sources . The Facil i ty will tes t sources
up to 120 keV, 50 A, with 30 s beam-on times with a
10% duty factor. For thi s appl ication, an actively
cool ed beam dump is requi red and one ha s been constructed capable of dissipating a wide range of power
density profiles. The flexibility of the design is
achieved by utilizing a standard modular panel design
which is incorporated into a moveable support structure compri sed of ei ght separately contro 11 ab 1e
manipul ator assembl ies. The thermal hydraul ic design
of the panels permits the dissipation of 2 kW/cm 2
anywhere on the panel surface.
The cool ing water
requirements of the actively cooled dump system are
provided by the closed loop Primary High Pressure
Cooling Water System.
To minimize the operating
costs of continuously running this high power
system, a variable speed hydraulic drive is used for
the main pump. During beam pulses, the pump rotates
at high speed, tllen cycles to low speed upon completion of the beam shot. A unique neutralizer design has been installed into the NBETF beamline.
This is a gun-drilled moveable brazed assembly which
provides continuous armoring of the beamline near the
source.
The unit penetrates the source mounting
valve during operation and retracts to permit the
valve to close as needed. The beamline also has an
inertially cooled duct calorimeter assembly.
This
assembly is a moveable hinged matrix of copper plates
that can be used as a beam stop up to pul se 1engths
of 50 ms. The beamline is also equipped with many
beam scraper plates of differi ng deta i 1 des i gn and
diSSipation capabilities.
Introduction
Advanced hi gh-power 1ong-pul se neutral beam test
facilities are required in order to carry out the
development and qual ification of components and
sys,tems for confinement experiments that are now in
the active planning and decision making stage. To
meet this need, the Neutral Beam System Test Facility
(NBSTF)l at LBL was upgraded to the NBETF.
The
facility will satisfy the near term testing needs for
long pulse positive ion plasma-source and accelerator
deve 1opment and was designed to accommodate a wi de
range of design reference beam parameters.
The
system is presently being used to test the Oak Ridge
National Laboratory (ORNL) and the LBL long pulse
sources to qua 1i fy them for use on the Mi rror Fus ion
Test Facility (MFTF-B) at the Lawrence Livermore
Nati onal Laboratory (LLNL).
Further testi ng is
pI anned for beams of up to 120 keV, 50 A with 30 s
beam on times at 10 % duty factor. The original NBETF
project included a bending magnet and ion dump in the
test stand equipment. 2
Midway through the construction phase, budget cuts necessitated the el iminati on of these components wi th the resul t that the
original neutral beam dump must now diSSipate the
power of tile mixed beam, ions plus neutral fraction.
Because of the flexibility of the dump design, it was
possible to accommodate this gross change in system
specification. The original wide range of reference

beam parameters had resulted in our adopti on of d
neutra 1 dump that permi ts the heat absorption panels
to be reconfi gured, as di ctated by the power dens i ty
distribution of the beam under test. This feature,
which was a major mechanical complication to the
facility, has thus created the benefit of utilizing
the test stand for the testing of sources, the specifications of Wllich were unknown at the time of the
sys tern des i gn.
Test Facility Description
A side elevation and plan of the test facility is
shown in Figure 1. As illustrated, the plasma source
and accelerator under test are mounted on the far
right of the facility and the accelerated mixed ion
and neutra I oeam travels from ri ght- to - 1eft. Ouri ng
the first 2 m of travel, the beam is within the neutralizer section where the gas pressure is relatively
hi gh and the beam is neutral i zed by charge excilange
collisions.
To provide continuous annoring of the
beamline, the neutralizer assembly is re-entrant to
the source mounti ng valve and is capable of retraction when the valve is closed. Tne beam on leaving
the neutral i zer pa sses through the 1arge c ryopumped
volume of the main vacuum vessel, into the inertial
calorimeter duct, and finally into the target
chamber.
To provide flexibility in operations and
improved diagnostics capability, the system can be
operated in one of two configurations, one suitable
for short pul ses and the other for long pul se testing. For beam pulse lengths of less than approxima tely 50 rns, dependent on beam energy, the i nerti a 1ly cool ed calorimeter is moved into the closed position and the beam energy is dissipated by its heat
absorbi ng surfaces. Duri ng thi s mode of operati on,
the valve between the target chamber dnd the duct may
be closed to permit maintenance within the target
chamber during non- deuterium testing. For long pulse
testing, the valve is opened along with the gates on
which the inertial calorimeter plates are mounted.
Thi s permi ts the beam to pass on through to the
actively cooled heat absorption panels of the long
pul se beam dump. For each of these operati ng configurations, the facility water systems are designed
to distribute cooling water to the components to meet
the differing demands.
Component Design and Fabrication
Actively Cooled Long Pulse Beam Dump
Actively Cooled Panels
The heat fl ux 1evel s and the long pul se 1ength
requirement made necessary the use of actively cooled
heat absorpti on panel s for thi s dump ratller than the
cheaper, more reliable, inertially cooled designs
used in the past. 3 It was detennined that a heat
absorption panel capable of dissipating a surface
heat fl ux of ( kW/cm 2 woul d meet the needs of the
facility. Tnis power density was within the limits
of available technology and thus reduced the techllical risk to the project which was on a very tight
schedule.
Tne risk was however considered sufficiently high to justify going through a prototype
phase pri or to comrni tti ng to producti on units. Two
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Figure

Neutral Beam Engineering Test Facility
Table 1. These panels are used in assemblies of five
in the long pulse dump and individually as scrapers
in other parts of the beaml i ne where requi red by the
heat flux levels. Amzirc was the selected material
based
on
its
strength retention at elevated
temperatures and fatigue life . Copper electroplating
which has been used in other fusion applications was
eliminated from consideration due to the required
manufacturing
development
time
whicn
was
not
consistent with the project schedule constraints.
Furnace brazing was employed as the final assembly
process . To minimize the water system flow rates and
pressure requirements , the panels operate in the
highly subcooled nucleate boiling region. The total
flow requi rements are further reduced by pr ovi di ng
orifices at the exit of those panels which are
located in positions where the heat flux level falls
short of the 2 KW / cm 2 1 imit.
The beam dump
assembly, shown in Figure s 2 and 3, is comprised of
eight assemDlies, eacil carried by a manipulator arm,
and consisting of five MDAC panels . The five panels
of each assembly are plumbed in parallel and
supported by a combined supply and return stainless
steel
manifold.
Thermal
deflections
of
the
indivi dual panel s are permitted through the use of
bellville washers at the mounting Dolts and bellows
sections in the water connections .
Water flow
ca 1ori metry is perforrned on each of the forty panel s
by water temperature increase measurement and flow
calibrations.
The water temperature is measured

industrially manufactured prototype heat absorption
panels were tested on a neutral beamline at LBL as
reported pre~iously.2
Following these tests, the
panel manufactured by t~cDonnell Douglas Astronautics
Company (MDAC) was selected for the production units
to be used on the NBETF. The selection was based on
minimizing the total system cost, including the cooling water system, whilst meeting the requirements of
the LBL technical speCification. The detail design
of the MDAC heat absorption panel has been reported
elsewhere 4 and the major parameters are given in
Table 1
Material

Amzirc Copper

Actively Cooled Area

21.5 cm x 20 cm

Heat Flu x

2 kW/cm 2

Cooling Water Requirements

3.66
O. 72

(0.2% Zr)

£/s at 1.45 MPa
Drop
Max. Inlet Temp.: 43"C
t~Pa

DeSign Life

>lS,OOO Thermal Cycles

Surface Material Loss
Allowance For Sputtering

0.73 mm

2

..

XBL 826-10406B
Figure 2 Actively Cooled Beam Dump Assembly

CBB tB9-tl561
Figure 3 Beam Dump Assembly Installati on

using ungrounded thermocouples to mlnlmlze the signal
nOl se.
Flow
cali brati ons
were
achi eved
by
individually calibrating each I~DAC panel, with its
appropriate orifice, if required, on the manifold
assemblies to establish the pressure drop to flow
characteristics. Following the final assembly of the
panels onto the main beam dump, the complete system
was cali bra ted by movi ng pressure transducers around
the assembly to monitor the flow in the individual
panels against the overall total system pressure drop.

provides locations
for
differential
t emperature
measurement across each panel.
It was determ i ne d
that the required :0.13 mm linear positio ni ng cou ld
be achieved using conventiona l components: dc gear
motors, precision spur gea r s and racks , ball bearings
and precision shafting. This reduction dri ve system
positions manipulators rolling on Dal1
bear i ng
\~hee1s,
pre10aded
against
the
s uppor t
flays.
Positional braking of each assembly for the t wo
1i near axes was inherent from the 11i gil i mp edance of
the gear motors and the gear reducti on dr i ve tra i ll
when at rest. For panel rotation, positional Draki ng
presented an additional prob l em.
When torqu e was
applied to the panel and gear box assembly f rom the
force of the water hoses at pressure , excess i ve
rotation from gear box backlash would allow the
panels to rotate as much as 5" , far greater t han the
allowable tolerance of :0.1 " .
A linear brak i ng
mechanism was added which would electrically re l ease
during rotational positioning, allowing free rotation
and when de-energized would lock up the required
rotational limit to ±0.1" of true position.

Panel Manipulators - Positioning Control
The need for positioning a segmented beam dump
where the 1eadi ng edge of any downstream panel must
be accurately shaded by its upstream nei ghbor presented a precision positioning problem. A manipulator must correctly read out and position both panel
rotation and linear travel along the beam1ine axis,
otherwise, non-cooled portions of the heat absorption
panel may be exposed and suffer damage from the
beam. Also, as the angular position of the panels in
some test beam cases could be as little as 4" to the
beam, rotation errors in one direction could introduce heat fluxes much higher than allowable by design
on the panel surface, and in the other direction
could risk exposure of a non-cooled edge.

Position sensing was accomplished using pote nt i ometers with anti-bacKlash gearing coupled to eac h of
tile manipulator's three axes.
As an indepe nde nt
cross check to positi oni ng, each mani pul ator al so has
a LVOr attached on each of its three axe s and set to
give maximum signal at some predetermined point.
When passing this point, the output of t he rotary
potentiometer is compared to the initial reading
taken at the time of calibrat i on. In thi s way, any
change in potentiometer readings with time will De
detected.

Our approach was to use a three axi s posi ti oni ng
system for each panel assembly. The two linear axis
components are translated along a pair of support
ways with one axis traveling along the way and the
other axis perpendicular to it. Each way is attached
to two of the 21.6-cm-dia water supply and return
pipes gimballed from the vessel cover.
Panel
rotation is provided tllrough a gear box attached at
one end of the linear travel axis; the gear box
rotates the assembly, consisting of five heat
absorption panels, a supply-return manifold, and a
panel mounting structure.
This smaller manifold
assembly distributes coolant to the panels and

All oal1 bearings and rotating comp one nts were
degrea sed and trea ted \~ith a Di cronite* dry 1ubri ca*Northwest Oicronite, Mt. View, CA 94043
3

ti on process appl i ed to reduce fri ction and prevent
galling.
This process was found to be compatible
with the vacuum environment and to give the necessary
lubricating qualities to allow smooth operation.
Structure, Manifolding, Hoses
It was anticipated that the beam dump assembly
woul d need peri ods of mai ntenance duri ng the long
term testing phase of NBETF, particularly in regard
to relocating the heat absorption panels upon reaching the limit of their sputtering allowance. Efforts
were made in the design to allow for easy removal of
the assembly from its vacuum vessel by supporting the
entire dump assembly from the vessel cover to permit
it to be 1 i fted out of the vessel wi th a crane for
any necessary maintenance. This presented a problem
in that the vacuum load on the 7 .6 cm thick vessel
cover introduced a deflection of around 0.5 cm which
in turn would be transmitted to any support structure
coupled to it. This would in turn induce stress in
the structure and distortion of the critical alignment of the dump.
This was overcome by a unique
design which incorporated the four main 21.5 cm
diameter coolant supply and return pipes into the
main supporting structure.
These four main cooling
pipes were isolated from the deflection of the vessel
cover by placing each of tilem on gimbals where they
penetra te through the cover into the vacuum.
Each
qimballed pipe has a cover bellows which provides a
vacuum seal and allows the vessel cover to rotate
beneath the gimbal and pipe when under vacuum load.
Th is des i gn allows the cover to defl ect under the
vacuum load without introducing any structural stress
which would affect the alignment of the NBETF dump.

XBC-82 10- 9757

As the ei ght heat absorption panel assembl ies are
requi red to be repositi oned through as much as 90"
rotation, it is necessary that the water supply and
return lines feeding these assemblies must also
accommodate this rotation. Mockup testing of 7.6 cm
diameter hoses showed that a pair of 3 m hose lengths
woul d per'llit the 90" rotati on wi thout undue di stortion or excessive loading on the manipulator mechanisms . Th e hoses selected were constructed of stainles s steel bellows reinforced by wire braid.
These
hoses couple the main supply and return manifolds to
the mani pul a tor and heat absorpti on panel assemb lies
\~hile still not inhibiting their required positional
movements .

Figure 4

Duct Calori meter

in our desi gn by the use of small mod ul ar panel s,
rather than large, single units, and by using
flexible mounting attachments to the gates.
Both
techni ques reduce tne panel constrai nt and thus
induced stress.
With the gates in the closed
position, the panels in the center, and thus high
heat flux region of the beam, are held at an angle of
6~ to the beam ax is.
The overalls i ze of the cal 0rimeter is minimized by increasing this angle progressively for those panel sin tile outer regions of
the beam.
To ensure that no edges of panel s are
exposed to the beam, each panel upstream edge is
shaded by its ups tream nei ghbor. Tnerma 1 di s tort i OilS
of these panels are contin uou sly monitored using LVDT
sensing devices; this is used as a guideline by the
test stand operators to judge when the maximum beam
pulse length nas been reached at which time the gates
are opened and furtller tes ti ng is conti nued wi til the
beam passing on through the duct to the actively
cooled beam dump . An array of 1S3 thermocouples mea sure the I oca 1 temperature increase of the copper
p13tes and thus the beam power density distribution.
Tne thermocouple s are spot we lded onto thin sheet
stainless steel pads brazed to the back of the
panel s. We have used tili s techni que on many !leaml i ne
components as it provides a good surface thermal conta ct and thermocouple replacement is simple .
The
upper and lower walls of the calorimeter duct are
protected by 9 .5 mm thick water cooled copper plates.

Calorimeter
As briefly described earlier, tile calorimeter is
located in tile test facility beamline between the
main vacuum vessel and the target tank at 9.0 m downstr~am
from the accelerator.
This component was
designed to be a beam power density profile diagnosti c for short pul se tes ti ng and when opened for long
pulse running serves as wall armoring for the duct.
It is also used to center the beam in the beamline as
this is critical for the active dump. Figure 4 shows
the duct and calorimeter removed from the beamline;
the calor imeter is in the c losed position and the
view direction is in the beam direction. The primary
heat absorpti on elEments consist of twenty- four 30.4
cm x 50.8 cm x 1.9 cm thick copper plates mounted as
two arrays on two moveable frameworks or gates. Each
plate is cooled between beam shots by conduction to
coo 1 i ng wa ter 1 i nes brazed on the back.
Previ ous
experience with inertial1y cooled beam dump designs
has verified that thermally induced stress can exceed
yield.
This causes warpage of the panels that can
increase with time. This problem has been minimized

The calorimeter was the first major beamline
mechanical component to be installed during the test
stand upgrade and was used as the only beam dump in
the faci I i ty duri ng the i nit i a 1 debuggi ng of the
power supplies.

4
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Neutralizer

•

To ease the severity of the design problem of
long pulse operation at the neutralizer section, the
51 cm diame ter souce mounting valve used on NBSTF was
replaced with a new 61 cm diameter valve. Analysis
of the heat flux in the region of the neutralizer and
the solid angle to the accelerator grids made it
essential that continuous armoring be provided over
the entire neutralizer section. This requirement was
met by adopting a moveable neutralizer design; the
unit is re-entrant to the source mounting valve
during beam operation and retracts to permit the
valve to close. The neutralizer unit was designed to
dissipate a local heat flu x of 200 w/cm 2 , and a
total power of 1.1 MW.
The se parameters were
established from extrapolations of data accumulated
duri ng the operati on of NBSTF.
The neutral i zer is
s hOlm on its supporting framework in Fi gure 5 . The
internal dimensions are 17 cm x 50 cm x 123 cm. The
neutralizer is a orazement of four 1.27 cm thick
copper plates and cooling is provided by 6.4 mm
di ameter gun-dri 11 ed water passages at 12.7 mm
spacing. The cooling passages pass circumferentially
around the walls; thermocouples placed in the water
passages and measuri ng the temperature ri se of water
flowing in a ' single circuit are used to verify
centra 1 i za t i on of the beam in the neutral i zer.
The
neutra 1 i zer is pneuma ti ca lly driven by a bellows
which is evacuated to retract the unit or pressurized
with ambient air to insert it into the valve aperture.

caB 834-3684
Figure 5

Installed Neutralizer

Beam Scrapers
Severa 1 differi ng des i gns of be am scrapers are
emp 1 oyed in 1 ocati ons throughout the beaml i ne. They
are located so as to provide complete 1 ine-of-sight
protection from the e xit grid of the accelerator' all
the way to the actively cooled beam dump.
Three
ba s ic de s igns have been used, brazed- on cooling
lines ,
gun-drilled
interior passages,
and MDAC
panels.
For heat flu x dissipation of <100 W/cm2,
the brazed cool ing 1 ine approach is adequate.
For
hi ghe r ilea t fl uxes, i ncrea sed surface a rea is needed
and we thus adopted gun-drilled interior passages as
our design .
We used this technique up to 1.0
kW/cm 2 beyond which it became necessary to use the
MDAC panels. The most severe scraper requirement in
the beaml i ne occurs at the entrance to the source
mounting valve in the Optical Mass Analyzer (OMA)
section.
In this region, scrapers must be provided
to protect tile entrance of the neutral i zer.
MDAC
panels were used to protect the top and the bottom of
the neutralizer entrance. For each side which is in
the narrow dimension of the beam, we used three nesting scrapers, cooled using gun-drilled passages and
designed to operate in the subcooled nucleate boiling
region at heat fluxes up to 1 KW/cm2.
Figure 6
shows the components of these scrapers prior to final
brazing.
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Figure 6

OMA/Neutralizer Entrance Side Scrapers

Source Mounting
t,

Cooling Water Systems
Tile design goal in the source mounting area was
to make the source as accessible as possible.
The
long pulse sources to be tested on the facility have
a considerable number of cooling water lines and
elec trical cables that must be attached . Quick disconnects are provided where possible and self sealing
fittings were used on the water lines . For operation
above 80 kV, a clear vinyl bag can be pulled over the
accelerator insulator section to provide a SF6
enclosure.
The accelerator is steered using the
original mechanism used on NBSTF and the required
motion is provided by a rectangular welded bellows of
inside dimensions 28 cm x 64 cm. Figure 7 shows the
source installation without the SF6 jacket in place.

The test stand cooling water is supplied by
severa 1 systems dependi ng on the needs . Duri ng short
pulse testing, the cooling water to a ll the exposed
surfaces is supplied by the Laboratory low conductivity water system (LCw) .
During long pulse
testing when the actively cooled dump has to be used,
cooling water is supplied to it, the neutralizer, ahd
the OMA scrapers by the Primary High Pressure Cooling
System (PHI'S) ouilt for the test stand. In addition,
the laboratory city water system is automatically
activated duri ng a power fa il ure or on loss of LCW
supply pressure, to prevent freezi ng of components
exposed to the cryopanels.
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Figure 9

Inlet and Outlet Manifold Pressure

cooling water is not required. Figure 9 shows the
pressure measured at the inlet and outlet of the main
dump manifold during one cycle.
The pump performance test curve is shown in
Figure 10. Also shown are tne calculated pump curves
for various speeds and the present high (2950 r/min)
The
and low (720 r/min) speed operating points.
measured flow agrees reasonably well with the flow
shown by the manufacturer's pump curves at the
operating pOints.

CBB 825-4310
Figure 7

Source Mounting

Power Usage

During long pulse testing but for moderate
beam-on ti mes Jf 10 s or 1ess, the PHPS pump is
opera ted a t a cons tant speed.
For longer beam-on
time at a 10 % duty cycle, the PHPS pump is cycled up
and down in speed to save energy.

The power usage calculated using manufacturer's
supplied efficiencies is as follows:
Main Pump - Design
aP = 2.6 MPa, 315 lis, 3460 r/min

Duri ng change over between LCW and the PHPS, the
water 1 i nes are fl ushed to prevent contami nati on of
the Laboratory LCW system.

Main Pump - Present High Speed
aP = 2.0 MPa, 220 '1./s, 2950 r/~in

102:)

kw

728 kW

Primary High Pressure System
Ma in Pump - 10 % Duty Cyc 1e
0.1 x 728 + 0.9 x 128
High Speed = 2950 r/min
Low Speed = 720 r/min

The PHPS is a closed loop system, a schematic of
which is shown in Figure 8.
It was designed to
satisfy the original NBEfF design parameters which
included a separate 8 MW ion dump. The main pump,
driven by a 1500 HP electric motor through a variable
speed hydraul ic drive, suppl ies water to the test
stand from the cold side of a divided reservoir. The
water is returned to the hot side of the reservoir,
where 63 '1./s is passed through a hedt exchanger and
dumped into the cold side.
The remainder of the
heated water spills over the partition and mixes with
the cold to give the temperature range required by
the ac t i ve dumps.
The coo 1i ng tower loop supp 1i es
cool ing water to the main heat exchanger as well as
to the variable speed drive.

188 kW

In all the cases, a total of 72 kW is added to
the above fi gures for the hydraul i c dri ve oil pump
(6.8 kW), reservoir pump (28.4 kW), and cooling tower
pump (41.4 kW).
Cooling Water Temperature
The calculated reservoir water temperature is
shown in Figure 11. The calculations were for a 170
keV, 65 A, 10% duty cycle beam, the original test
stand spec ifi cati on. Note that the 10 s beam with
constant speed pump operation is the controlling case
for the cooling system design.

The vari ab 1e speed dri ve allows the pump to De
operated at any speed between 3460 r/min and 720
r/min. For constant speed operation, the pump is run
at the lowest speed that gives the required pressure
an d flow, thus resulting in the minimum power usage.
The pressure reducing valve, back pressure valves and
the bypass piping allow the final adjustment to the
pressure and flow.
Though not presently in use,
there is the capability to raise the entire system
pressure by pressurizing the reservoir up to its
design pressure of 1.65 MPa.

Control
The system is opera ted under computer con"tro 1.
The main pump chain incorporates safety switches that
prevent the pump from being started or shuts it down
if: lubricating oil pressure and flow are too low or
the temperature too high; the valves in the high
pressure loop are closed; the water pressure is too
high; excessive mechanical vibration; and Deamline
vacuum failure, indicating a water leak.

Duri ng a seri es of beam shots, a t a 10% duty
cycle, the pump is run at high speed when the beam is
on and coo 1i ng wa ter is requi red, and at low speed
for 90 of the cycl e time between beam shots when

The beam chain prevents the beam from being "fired
or shuts it down if water flow and pressure are too
low or if cooling water temperature is too high.
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Main Pump Performance Characteristics
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Only stainless steel and copper are used for the
pi pi ng between the 'fil ter elements and the beam
dumps.
Carbon steel is used for all the remaining
piping and eqUipment. The carbon steel was, cleaned
by
circulating
a' NALCO
2568
(sulfamic
acid)
sol uti on.
The system was neutral i zed, ri nsed, and
passivated using NALCO Eliminox which is an oxygen
scavenge·r. A positive nitrogen pressure was kept in
the system at ·al1 times • . The system was finally
filled with low conductivity water (LCW) and NALCO
2592 (borate buffered sodium nitrite) corrosion
inhibitor. This was accept~ble as the cooling water
has no requi rements on its conducti vi ty, the LeW was
used to keep the undesirable mineral content as low
as possible. The final cooling water has a 800-850
ppm NaNOz concentration (3.9 g/O NALCO# 2592/ £ =
1000 PPM)laNOZ), a '>0 of 11, and a conductivity of
4.4 x 10- 3 ohm/cm.

I
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Figure 11

and

The pressure control valves VI, V2, V3/3A, and
V4/4A are air actuated, positioned by pressurizing
the actuator through a manually adjusted pressure
regulator.
Once the valves have been set for any
given high speed selection, they do not have to De
.readjusted.
.

o

~

flow
.

Calculated Reservoir Water Temperature

The hydraulic drive output speed is controlled by
the pos it i on of an e 1ec tri c actua tor driven scoop
tube,
which determines the oil
level
in the
impeller. 6
The electrical signal to the actuator
is proportional to the scoop tube position and therefore the output speed. Wi th thi s open loop control,
the pump high speed repeatability is better than

Shielding
The original
bl Dcks used for

8

61 cm thick concrete shielding
NBSTF were retained for neutron

Actively Cooled Target Dump

shielding of the facility. The only modification was
the removal of the entrance maze, at the source
mounting region, and its replacement by a 61 cm thick
water filled sliding door.

Power Density Contours
Beam Profi 1e

Panel Power Densities

Cryosystem
The original cryosystem and cryopanels used on
NBSTF are used for the NBETF; this system has been
described previously.4

1\

Operating Experience
The facil ity was commissioned in April, 1983 and
si nce then has been the test bed for two long pul se
source designs for the new 30 s beamlines planned for
MFTF-B, one was an ORNL design and the other was the
LBL Long Pulse Accelerator. Sample beam profile data
taken during these tests is shown in Fi gure 12. We
have found that the optical qualities of the beam can
be determined on the calorimeter for pulse lengths
greater than 10 ms and on the actively cooled long
pul se dump for pul ses of 200 ms or longer. Because
of the required flushing of the water lines on
changing from one mode of operation to another, some
10 minutes delay in beam operation is needed; during
this time, the source is operated with arc only.

•

-ltl

1\11

,H

As the ORNL and LBL sources have .s i gnifi cantly
di fferent beam dimensions and power dens ityprofil es,
it is necessary to reconfigure the panels of the long
pulse dump when the source is changed.
This is
achieved. remotely with the target chamber under
vacuum and takes aoout four hours.
This time is
insignificant compared .to the some two weeks n~eded
to install a source and to debug the instrumentation.
Bellows Failures

,

t,

Tne most serious interruptions of operations were
This
experienced during the LBL accelerator test.
occurred due to water-to-vacuum leaks in the bellows
at the supply and return fi tti ngs of the MDAC panel s
in the active dump assembly; As the active dump is a
hi ghly congested 1arge assembly, it is an extremely
difficult system to leak hunt. During our initial
commissioning, it took almost two weeks to find a
1eak whi ch was eventually .traced -to a MDAC panel. To
reduce this time, operations were continued until
each leak became so large as to be a visible water
dri p with the sys tempressuri zed and ,up-to-a i r. The
water treatment chemicals were also found to aid in
the process as light blue powder could be seen in
regions where the water had evaporated.
At this
time, the leaks were· incorrectly diagnosed as being
as a result of bellows over-compression during
assembly. As the problem had become so serious, and
as the ORNL test program di d not requi re any long
pulse operation for six weeks, it was decided that
all the bellows would be replaced with units that
could be removed and easily replaced. These bellows
sub-assemblies were to be brazed assemblies which was
the same joining technique used on the original
bellows. During hydrostatic testing of the prototype
replacement unit, it was observed that yielding was
occurring in the bellows at 1.4 MPa. Consultation
with the manufacturer revealed that the bellows
materi al strength was achi eved through col d work and
thus brazing would anneal the material and should not
be employed. To rectify tnis problem, the bellows
sub-assemblies were changed to a welded design. The
modified design was able to withstand 2.9 '..,Pa during
hydrostatiC testing. The yielding of the original
bellows assembl ies during hydrostatic test had not
been observed as these tests were performed remotely
for reasons of safety.
The test stand is now

XBL 8311-4588
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operational with all Jrazed bellows replaced by
removeable welded sub-assemblies.
To date no
problems with the new design have been experienced.
Long Pul se Cool i ng Requi rements - Refl ected Energetic
Partlcles
During
the
first months of operation,
the
diagnostics were effected by large noise signals on
the thermocouple readouts of the actively cooled
durnp. Tni s problem was traced to dra in currents in
the 1eads of the grounded theriTIocoup 1es. Tnese have
now Deen replaced wi th ungrounded sensors; however,
as the lead time for these was long, attempts were
made at the time to improve the situation. Tnin
stainless steel shields had been provided on the back
of the MDAC panel assemblies to provide shielding
from the pl asma. I t was observed that several caps
9

for the beamline.
The original Deam dump was to
dissipate 5 MW; we now believe that potential Tokamak
Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR) long pulse beams can be
tested on the facility up to 8.4 MW. rne limits are
expected to be dictated by the beam scrapers during
the testing of focused beams.

securing the thermocouples were contacting these
shields, thus providing additional paths to ground.
To isolate the thermocouples, thin organic insulator
material was pop-riveted to the shields. Inspection
of thi s i nsul ati on subsequent to further long pul se
tes t i ng revea'l ed tha t severe charri ng had occurred.
Thermocouples on the heat shields were installed and
further testing indicated extremely high temperatures
of around 400 ~C were being reached on the shields.
This indicated heat fluxes to these surfaces of about
1.0 W/cm 2 and they were located in regions where
reflected high energy particles could impact.
Although these heat fluxes were very low, the total
energy absorbed during a long pulse was more than the
thin stainless could dissipate. During our shutdown
to replace the bellows, all the shields were replaced
with 3.1 mm thick copper and the conduction path to
the cooled water manifolds was improved.
This
experience
has
emphasized
the
severe
cooling
requi rements that must be met for long pul se
operation.

Future plans for the facility include a major
reconfiguration to test the Pure Beam concept for the
MFTF-B beamlines and further positive ion testing up
to 120 KeV.
As presently pl anned, the maj or
mechanical systems are to be incorporated where
feasiDle into a new Negative Ion Test Facility,
begi nni ng in April, 1985 when the testi ng needs of
the Positive Ion Program have been met.

(.'!....
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MDAC Panels
To date the MDAC panels are performing as
designed, indicating no presence of thermal hydraulic
problems.
Heat fluxes up to 1.6 kw/cm2 have
routi nely been di ss i pated over several thousand beam
shots. A few panels did develop small vacuum leaks
at braze joints in regions of discoloration.
Ana lys is perfor:ned at MDAC showed the presence of
copper nitrate.
This is attributed to the nitric
acid etching of stainless bolts used for fixturing
during the braze process. Residue of this acid would
attack the copper and give the observed result.
Improved cleaning of components prior to brazing will
eliminate the problem. All leaks dre easily fixed
using the rIG brazing technique with the original
braze alloy consisting of 61.5 AG, 24 Cu and 14.5
In.
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